
 

 

learning the sewing, for displaced and migrant women whom taking care their families 

Diyala - Baqubah - Muqdadiyah - Khalis   . 

 

The women participating with man to get a work chance which are a suitable with their 

abilities and  qualifications in the district of Baquba  in the province of Diyala and contribute 

to reduce unemployment and rising  the suffering of the displaced family.   

   

1-i ncreasing number of women and improving the displaced  the income of families , 

widows and orphans. 

2. create a doubling of the numbers of women who can working in art of sewing through 

one of women's education to others with her in the family. 

3. increase the mixing women with the outplace area and increase cultural awareness 

4. The participation of women in the work of institutions of civil society and support her. 

5. women's ability to perform her work with other area to perform the house works . 

------------------ 

Under the circumstances which Iraq lived and the crisis and immigrations, which Iraq 

suffered from it yet, The women stayed suffered more damages and pain from all of that , in 

the middle of sufferings . Whom the man faced because of immigration and joblessness . So 

the women same thing she is withheld the house and the habits and customs . But the worse 

of economic position or lost some families from heads . The women went to work's area 

because of difficulties and less of work fields which are  a suitable for her . So reducing of 

free time , with difficult of balance between her home work and outside works . Then the 

organization performance the project of abilities development for a number of women to 

qualify them to perform the works which support their being , to earn suitable life , through 

qualify her to can work in sewing and embroidery field , which are important and a suitable 

in our society for         a women as well as no difficult , to learn it specially it is a honor 

profession , which can the women got income , that a suitable with more difficulties whom 

the women faced , and solute a gig part of her needs and to strengthen her participation to 

build         a society 

----------- 

1- Preparing the project cadres in the organization to complete the producers and a 

necessary  approvals for the implementation of the project    

2- Contracting with a trainers  



3- Prepare beneficiaries 

4- 4-Starting working and training  

5- Monitoring and evaluation and write the periodic reports and photos. 

6- Finishing the project and deliver it.  

 

 

1. The organization performance a suitable place for                                         a workshop by 

participating of 400 participations for this course  as well as preparing a training 

requirements of (400) sewing machines of the type of (BURATHER) with 24 patterns or 

equivalent and large blackboards and desks for the purpose of cutting out as well as cloths 

and all the necessary supplies for each process that is distributing the machines used in the 

training process at the end of the workshop to the participants. 

2. – preparing sewing trainers of a suitable number for this process with wages  paying . 

3.putting a special approach to this session determines the lessons that may be  participants 

obtained and appropriate  times  for each session, taking into account leisure time. 

4. The course includes lessons in sewing and embroidery  cutting out  and new models in 

addition to the  practical lessons. 

5.Preparing  Organization's  elements whom performance coordination  operations between 

trainers and participants and the organization to pass the obstacles  

 

build the capacity of 400 widowed or divorced internally displaced women in how to sewing. 

Distribution (sewing - Fabric + Sewing Supplies) and (b) + 10 Amps generator) on each 

beneficiary 

Performance Indicator(s)  

1_  400  widows or divorcees get trained in management of sewing. 

2 _ 400 widows or divorcees get the instruction booklet of sewing-sewing - Fabric + Sewing 

Supplies 10 Amps generator 


